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G05-802 MONOCHROME X-Y MONITOR “QUADRASCAN”
Deflection Amplifier PCB Assembly
Deflection Amplifier PCB Schematic
High-Voltage PCB Assembly
High-Voltage PCB Schematic
Instructions for Receiving a Free Printed Copy of TM-151, X-Y Monitor Manual

We are sorry that the manual for this newly designed monitor was not printed at the time this game was manufactured. This temporary manual only contains the necessary information for servicing the monitor by a qualified technician.

You may get the complete printed manual for this monitor at no charge. All you need to do is fill in the required information below, follow the instructions on the reverse side for folding and mailing, and send the form to us.
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Name ___________________________ Firm ___________________________
Address ____________________________________________
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☐ Distributor
☐ Operator
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